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Drawing from the text of the BusinessWeek best seller Today Issues, this condensed, revised edition boils straight down
John C. It covers such topics as: Priorities Health Family Finances Values GrowthListeners will learn steps to make
decisions on important matters and apply those decisions daily to put them on a way to more successful, effective, and
fulfilling lives. This version is designed to be listened to in a single sitting, or used as brief lessons in a few spare
minutes every day. Maxwell's 12 daily practices to their very essence, offering optimum impact in minimal period.
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.. John Maxwell's tale telling style of writing ties in true to life success and leadership tales with practical application.
Count is a short book to read and I like that there isn't any bunch of filler fluff Produce Today Count is a brief book to
learn and I like that there isn't a couple of filler fluff. The writer is frank also to the point about taking a hard appear at
everything you do on a daily basis because it predicts your future success or failures. Among my favorite quotes from
the publication that illustrates that is: "Great decisions today will give you an improved tomorrow."At the end of the
chapter were three short queries to hone in on your own goal in that region and a issue on how to improve on a daily
basis. I go through this book in my own early twenties the first time and each time after that I get something fresh from
it. The chapter on growth was among my favorites. Thoughts we ought to believe on such as; I’ve enjoyed a few titles by
him. Maxwell can be Maxwell, very convincing, and also knowledgeable." The format allowed for precise anticipation of
the outline of each chapter to fully capture the essence (nuggets) of every of the 12 Daily Dozens to eliminate.I
recommend this book to anyone (early teens, teens, adults, adults, seasoned adults) seeking to achieve any degree of
significance in life: personal, professional, spiritual, monetary, relational. It doesn't matter."Make Today Count" supplies
the steps to achieve the advice given. It really is as if Mr.. The only real difference, he seems to know what your queries
are before you inquire further. I recommend anything of his to my friends. Great self-improvement book that really helps
put issues into perspective. Size of book is a little bigger than coat pocket size (i.e. Will not buy any book from this
writer any more. It's like investing in a brand name item for the name. Five Stars John Maxwell may be the grasp
motivator and day beginner for me Quick hitting easy browse from John Maxwell Quick hitting easy browse from John
Maxwell. POWERFUL!!! You can't go wrong with John. I did like this one a bit more than a few of the longer books though.
A Must Read!. Great read Really enjoyed reading this book. Make Today Count teaches you how to maximize the quantity
of influence each of us has on a day to day basis. I highly recommend this book . Maxwell stays on topic and uses great
analogies/examples to greatly help drive each stage home. Simple ideas but profound elightenment. Maxwell also writes
with such simplicity and clarity. It had been a straightforward read and applicable. Easy to read and practice... This is a
"must have" for anyone wanting to make the most out of life! My wife and I are reading it jointly and I know we are
reading it again and again. Book for Today I made this purchase mainly because of the Author and the Name; and neither
has let me down. A MUST Go through TO ATTAIN YOUR GOALS I love the orderly file format of "Help to make Today
Count. Why is this 'little book' such as interesting read may be the core contents, the concepts it engulfs. It was the 1st
time I read about someone having a personal growth program and setting development goals. But I'm loving the book up
to now. The bottom line is that this publication demonstrates what it says in its sub-title.. Maxwell is sitting with you in
your monthly appointment to understand from a specialist in the area in which you seek to grow.'The secret of your
sucess is determined by YOUR daily agenda'. Much like all books as an investment, not only money, but time, this will
end up being one that is worth while.Leon Boring. So far I’ve read two of his books, they're pretty boring, and the
content is similar. easy to travel with). A must read for an individual transformation This is likely to transform how I will
love the others of life.There were several actionable ideas I was able to glean from it and recommend it to others trying
to boost a variety of areas of their lives from relationships, to spirituality, to career, to values, to health, etc. It was very
spiritual too Five Stars My book came on time and We haven't finished reading it yet. ATTITUDE / HEALTH / THINKING/
Interactions / GROWTH, merely to name a few. Great. Great experience and solid kick. Thanks to John. That is a "will
need to have" for anyone attempting to make . Filed in the transformation life stack . The book was extremely insightful.
You can't go wrong with John It's John Maxwell. It gave great info to aid with personal growth. This simply gets you into
a good mindset of steps to make the most of your work day and structure.
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